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The Research and Statistics Program Advisory Committee (PAC) meeting was held at the 
Alexis Park Resort Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada, on January 24, 2004. 
 
Welcome and Introductions 
 
PAC Chair Maj. Mark Huguley (SC) called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. and 
welcomed PAC members and guests. 
 
Committee members and alternates present were PAC Vice Chair Diane Sherman (MI); 
Capt. Paul Beckley (WA); Capt. James Beshada (NJ); Dr. Alfred Blumstein (At Large-
PA); Mr. Steven Conlon (IA); Ms. Diane Schenker (AK); Mr. Theron Schnure (CT); and 
Lt. John Shelton (NE).  
 
SEARCH staff present were Mr. Owen Greenspan, Justice Information Services 
Specialist; and Ms. Jan Burnaugh, Receptionist/Office Assistant.  Also, Mr. Ronald 
Hawley, Executive Director, attended a portion of the meeting. 
  
Guests in attendance were Ms. Linda DeArman, Oklahoma Bureau of Investigation; Prof. 
Kent Markus, SEARCH At-Large Member; Mr. David Roberts, Unisys Corporation; Mr. 
Roland Squire, Utah Department of Public Safety; Mr. James Threatte, SAIC; and Mr. 
Brad Truitt, Tennessee Bureau of Investigation (Membership Group appointment 
pending). 
 
Review and Approval of July 2003 Meeting Summary 
 
PAC members reviewed the summary of the Research and Statistics PAC meeting held 
on July 26, 2003, in Sacramento, California. It was moved by Dr. Alfred Blumstein, 
seconded (Lt. John Shelton), and unanimously carried, 
 

“To approve the July 26, 2003 meeting summary as written.” 
 
 
End Use and Practical Application of Data 
 
Prof. Kent Markus discussed a project that he is involved with in Columbus, Ohio, which 
focuses on a multifaceted crime reduction strategy.  The project will use crime data and 
other information to identify intervention strategies initially targeted at gun and gang 
violence. One thrust of the project is to involve a broad cross-section of the community in 
intervention efforts. Prof. Markus solicited SEARCH Members for help in identifying 
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what data should be captured and analyzed, as well as data that might be available from 
sources other than the police department, which might be helpful in furthering the project 
objectives.  
 
Capt. James Beshada noted the importance of identifying what they want to accomplish 
with the collected data, including specific analytical products. He suggested seeking input  
from the officers on the street, since they are the ones writing the reports that will 
ultimately determine the availability of data for both crime analysis and criminal 
investigation.  
 
  
SEARCH NIBRS Grant Planned Activities 
 
Mr. Owen Greenspan briefed the PAC on SEARCH’s past and planned National 
Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS) grant activities. He informed Members of 
changes being considered to the SEARCH Web site with a shift in emphasis and title 
from Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) to Crime Reporting and Analysis. Envisioned new 
categories on the Web site include Crime Mapping and Geographic Information Systems, 
Statistics and Research (with links to the National Justice Data Archive). State profiles 
will be updated based on responses to the 2003 Association of State Uniform Crime 
Reporting Programs (ASUCRP) Survey. As part of the updating process, staff has 
requested links to online and hard copy reports produced by Members and local law 
enforcement agencies that use crime data. Members were asked to forward the links to 
Mr. Greenspan via email and to mail hard copy reports to SEARCH headquarters. 
Assistance was also requested of the PAC and Membership Group in suggesting 
additional categories and site links. 
 
Mr. Greenspan discussed Microsoft Office Crime Analysis Training (MOCAT), a two-
day course designed by SEARCH a few years ago. This training program uses Microsoft 
Access and Excel in conjunction with real NIBRS data for crime analysis. He announced 
that SEARCH intends to offer two or three training programs over the next few months, 
and asked Members to nominate attendees from their local law enforcement agencies or 
their own departments. MOCAT attendees from state UCR and Statistical Analysis 
Center program staff may use this as a “train the trainer” opportunity—all course 
materials are available to facilitate additional training initiatives.  Although the budget is 
not yet finalized, the NIBRS grant may be able to support partial subsidization of costs 
for attendees.  
 
Initiatives: Law Enforcement Information Sharing (LEIS) Strategy and Law 
Enforcement National Data Exchange (N-DEx) 
 
Executive Director Ron Hawley discussed the LEIS and N-DEx initiatives with 
Members. He noted that N-DEx is fundamentally focused on incident-based data, 
increasing the elements captured to conduct additional spin-off analysis. The FBI has 
been driving this prototype and Mr. Hawley suggested that Members focus on getting 
interaction with some pilot programs to determine whether a good product could be 
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achieved out of it.  Mr. Hawley stated he believed it has great potential for UCR 
applications.  
 
Mr. Hawley stated that the LEIS initiative has been an ongoing effort within the U.S. 
Department of Justice that has recently been given more attention.  The focus now is to 
drive the project as an internal DOJ initiative that supports other justice components 
relating to standards setting, data exchange cooperation and networks. There was much 
discussion between Members on their understanding of the initiatives and how each 
applies to their own local law enforcement agencies, as well as on a national level. 
 
Update on Georgia State University Project 
 
Dr. Al Blumstein reported on the Improving Crime Data Project, which is being funded 
by the Office of Justice Programs and National Institute of Justice. It is a three-year 
project being conducted by the Statistical Analysis Bureau, Department of Criminal 
Justice, Georgia State University.  The intent of the project is to move toward better 
crime data that is available in a timely fashion and that is able to be shared across 
agencies.  They are working closely with the operating departments to see how they can 
assist them, using NIBRS as a departure point—then going from NIBRS to richer data 
and looking at a means of trading the data. In addition to several police departments in 
Georgia, police departments from several other states have participated in project 
meetings.  These sessions have discussed data input, processing, output and feedback 
issues, as well as deficiencies and needs for improvement as recognized by the participant 
agencies.  Dr. Blumstein noted that there is an advisory committee.  Former SEARCH 
Member Phillip Renninger, before his retirement from Pennsylvania state service last 
year, represented SEARCH on the advisory committee. Dr. Blumstein suggested having a 
new SEARCH representative appointed to the committee. 
 
NIBRS Status Report 
 
The PAC reviewed the NIBRS Status Report, which represents data compiled by the FBI 
over the past two years. Chair Huguley commented on the level of federal support and 
questioned why there is a lack of grant money for NIBRS. Members agreed that there is 
clearly a connection between N-DEx and NIBRS; however, it appears that there is some 
uncertainty within the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) on that relationship. Capt. 
Beshada commented that from his discussions with Mr. William Lueckenhoff, FBI, it 
was evident that Mr. Lueckenhoff views N-DEx as a replacement for NIBRS.  
 
Linking Criminal History with Incident-Based Reporting 
 
Chair Huguley introduced a discussion of the potential benefits of linking criminal 
history record information with incident reports.  The South Carolina Law Enforcement 
Division (SLED) is exploring the feasibility of linking its Incident Based Reporting 
System (SCIBRS) with criminal history records He indicated that if this project goes 
forward, it will likely be a cooperative effort, which will also consider advice from the 
Director of the state’s Statistical Analysis Center, and may attempt to support an 
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enhanced target prosecution project in the U.S. Attorney’s Office. Mr. Greenspan 
reported on SEARCH’s intention, with the encouragement of BJS Director Lawrence 
Greenfeld, to offer assistance to SLED in this process. He noted that this type of linkage 
is strongly supported in Mr.  Greenfeld’s letter to the Membership Group. There was 
consensus in the group that this would be a very useful tool for law enforcement.  
 
State vs. FBI Year-end Index Crime Differences 
 
The PAC reviewed the results of a survey of ASUCRP members. The survey results 
indicated that the data published by the FBI in Crime in the United States is frequently at 
variance with the data reported to the FBI by the state programs. Members exchanged 
their ideas on possible reasons for the variance. It was suggested that possibly the 
incidents are reported to state program staff after the data have already been sent to the 
FBI. There was consensus in the group that SEARCH staff conduct a follow-up survey of 
ASUCRP members to get further information. 
 
Chair Huguley adjourned the meeting at 12:40 p.m. 
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